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Monty Python

Ethicists……



Why ethics?

Not just to do ‘the right thing’
Ethics is ultimately about responsibility and accountability

Legal & financial consequences



The very real consequences of bad AI

https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/11/18220050/google-microsoft-ai-brand-damage-investors-10-k-filing



Constructive ethics

Identify societal concerns
Stakeholder driven design

Responsible use of AI
Meaningful human control



Constructive ethics

• Ethical, Legal & Societal Implications (ELSI) of Symbiotic Technology
• Interactive

• Not just raising implications or concerns
• Use ELSI to communicate with R&D, and (potential) stakeholders about the 

possible, desirable, avoidable
• Use ELSI to possibly improve (potential applications of) neurotechnology

• Listen, Analyse, Inform, Ask

• Not
• To tell you ‘what you should (not) do’
• To tell you ‘to be good’

• Instead
• Raise issues to think about
• Stimulate discussion about (some of) them
• Perhaps integrate some of them in research & design



Research & design cycles



The wider context









Gupta, Fischer and Frewer (2011).

Socio-psychological determinants of public acceptance of technologies: A review 

Public Understanding of Science 21(7) 782– 795

Psychological determinants of public acceptance of technology

Perceived risk was found to be 

the most frequently investigated determinant, 
then trust, and then perceived benefit

So, risks have to be addressed

Not just by researchers & designers
Other stakeholders will do too
and perhaps/probably differently



Risk and responsibility for actions mediated by technology

Legal responsibility
Who goes to jail?
Judges & Lawyers

Financial responsibility (e.g. liability for damage) 
Who has to pay?
Insurance-companies & lawyers

Moral responsibility
Who is to blame?
Society (ethics, public opinion, press, gossip)

Political responsibility
Democratic control of technological decisions
Privacy & freedom of thought & expression, protection against bias & manipulation



Liability: Damage, Negligence & Dangerous products

European Civil Code Project : A person causes legally relevant damage

Article 3:102: negligently when that person causes the damage by conduct which either: 
a) does not meet the particular standard of care provided by a statutory provision whose 

purpose is the protection of the injured person from the damage suffered, or 
b) does not otherwise amount to such care as could be expected from a reasonably 

careful person in the circumstances of the case

Strict liability of a party without a finding of fault (without negligence or intention)
The law imputes strict liability to situations it considers to be inherently dangerous

Defective or dangerous products …….
Product liability of the manufacturer (± standardly, at first instance)



Legal liability for products

Asaro, P. (2011). " A Body to Kick, But Still No Soul to Damn: Legal Perspectives on Robotics," in Patrick Lin, Keith Abney, and 
George Bekey (eds.) Robot Ethics: The Ethical and Social Implications of Robotics. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, pp. 169-186.

http://peterasaro.org/writing/Asaro%20Body%20to%20Kick.pdf
http://mitpress.mit.edu/catalog/item/default.asp?ttype=2&tid=12688


https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=fRj34o4hN4I

Atlas the robot, from Boston Dynamics



Bottom lime of the liability concern

The more intelligent & autonomous AI & robots will be
And the greater the variety of situations they will function in
And the more realistic those situations are 

(involving more & more diverse agents & objects)
The more unpredictable and potentially risky robot behavior will become

The smarter AI or robots get, the more risky they become



Liability is about much more than ISO safety standards

Focused on industrial type 
robots, not (much yet) on 
smart systems



Too many ethical codes…?!



5 ethical principles 
transparency
justice and fairness
non-maleficence
responsibility
privacy



Deep learning neural networks



Deep learning neural networks



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B94X6LwHYxI

Deep learning



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B94X6LwHYxI

Monitoring human behavior in privacy respecting ways



Deep learning



Deep learning

“This is something their own creation taught them”



Deep learning 
& 
Big data

https://techjury.net/blog/how-much-data-is-created-every-day/



Algocracy

One of the most noticeable trends in recent 
years has been the increasing reliance of public 
decision-making processes (bureaucratic, 
legislative and legal) on algorithms (…) the rise 
of such algorithmic governance creates 
problems for the moral or political legitimacy of 
our public decision-making processes



Uncritical acceptance of AI

“People worry that computers will get too smart and take over the world, but 
the real problem is that they’re too stupid and they’ve already taken over the 
world.”

Domingos (2015) The Master Algorithm

“Even the many researchers who reject the prospect of a ‘technological 
singularity’ — saying the field is too young — support the introduction of 
relatively untested AI systems into social institutions.” 

Crawford, K., & Calo, R. (2016). There is a blind spot in AI research. Nature, 538(7625), 
311–313. http://doi.org/10.1038/538311a



https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/08/robot-wrote-this-article-gpt-3
https://philosopherai.com/

The power & weakness of DL applied to speech technology
GPT-3

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/08/robot-wrote-this-article-gpt-3
https://philosopherai.com/


https://philosopherai.com/

The power & weakness of DL applied to speech technology

https://philosopherai.com/


https://www.pandorabots.com/kuki/

The power & weakness of DL applied to speech technology

https://www.pandorabots.com/kuki


Dutch government policy (2016)

Basic starting points for policy

Human intervention (recommendation) § 6.4.5 
Automatic decision making with legal or otherwise significant consequences is not
allowed

It has to be prevented that the mere presence of a human decider as a ‘stamp of 
approval’ will be used as a way to circumvent the [above] consideration of automatic 
decision making

Human decision makers will have to be immune for the suggestion that the results of 
computational technologies will necessarily be correct, complete or even relevant



Humans & Decision Support Systems



Dutch football competition, PSV - Feyenoord, 26 february, 2017

Technology and accountability for decisions





Human-AI interaction: on or under the loop?

Three categories based on the amount of human involvement in AI-mediated actions:

– Human-in-the-Loop: AI based decisions become effective only with a human 
command

– Human-on-the-Loop: AI based decisions become effective under the supervision of a 
human operator who can override the robots’ actions

Human-under-the-Loop: ”Having human beings ‘in’ or ‘on’ the loop with regard to AI 
systems might mask the power such systems exercise over human beings” Liu (2018)

– Human-out-of-the-Loop: AI based decisions become effective without any human 
input or interaction

Reduced control over AI-based decision making may lead to a so-called responsibility 
gap or “accountability vacuum” (or at least ‘responsibility attribution confusion’)

Hin-Yan Liu (2018) The power structure of artificial intelligence, Law, Innovation and Technology, 10:2, 197-229, DOI: 10.1080/17579961.2018.1527480



Self-driving cars and humans ‘on’ the loop



“potential for scapegoating
proximate human beings because 
conventional responsibility 
structures struggle to apportion 
responsibility to artificial entities.

This renders the human being as a 
moral crumple zone”

Hin-Yan Liu (2018)

“Just as the crumple zone in a car 
is designed to absorb the force of 
impact in a crash, the human in a 
highly complex and automated 
system may become simply a 
component – accidentally or 
intentionally – that bears the 
brunt of the moral and legal 
responsibilities when the overall 
system malfunctions.”

Elish (2016)

Hin-Yan Liu (2018) The power structure of artificial intelligence, Law, Innovation and Technology, 10:2, 197-229, DOI: 10.1080/17579961.2018.1527480
Elish, ‘Moral Crumple Zones: Cautionary Tales in Human-Robot Interaction’ WeRobot 2016 (2016) 3–4.

Humans under the loop as ‘moral crumple zones’

Humans using AI decision support systems



How football ‘solved’ the problem: Video Assistant Referee



Technology driven ‘provocation’ or ‘entrapment’?

If a technology ‘by design’, 
results in putting people often/continuously in a position

where they, for general psychological reasons, cannot deploy the attention, 
concentration or understanding, required for meaningful control

Then that amounts to inviting / provoking ‘accidents’, ‘moral blame’, ‘culpability’ by 
design

Possibly a form of entrapment?
Ad impossibilia nemo tenetur: no one is held to that which is impossible

Creating conditions that increase the likelihood that persons will not fulfill their 
responsibilities or encouraging persons to commit an offence to establish a prosecution



Wrap up

Constructive ethics is not about saying ‘Ni’
It’s about improving research & technology

Science, society, money, politics & media are intrinsically connected
Ethics needs to take this into account

Various forms of responsibility
Legal, financial, moral, political (algocracy)

Stakeholders think about risk first & foremost
The AI paradox: smarter is more risky
Correlations do not provide understanding

Human intervention requirement
While humans should be ‘on’ the loop, they run the risk of getting ‘under’ it
Moral crumple zones, scapegoating, or even entrapment

Responsibility gaps



Constructive ethics’s overall goal: Avoid late patches


